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The University of Pittsburgh panther symbolizes the institution’s strength and fortitude. This bronze cast sculpture is located between the Cathedral of Learning  
and the William Pitt Union on Pitt’s Oakland campus.
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This is the printed version of the report delivered by Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg at the June 26, 2009, annual meeting of the University of Pittsburgh Board of Trustees.
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When we gathered in this room last June, for our 2008 

annual meeting, it was an almost totally upbeat session.

•  We celebrated an exceptional record of student 

achievement and community commitment.

•  We gratefully acknowledged the wide-ranging contribu-

tions to a period of extraordinary Pitt progress that 

had been made by countless employees.

•  We applauded pioneering faculty members, sometimes 

in awe of their accomplishments.

•  And we took pride in special forms of recognition 

earned by distinguished alumni Trustees.

We also celebrated our continuing successes in building 

financial strength. To give one key example, we were  

on the verge of closing what we already knew would be 

our best year ever in fundraising—with new records set 

for campaign commitments made, total gifts received, 

number of donors, foundation support, and individual 

giving.

It also was a record-setting year in terms of applications 

for admission. Operations were very strong, and there 

was a level of endowment growth that now looks very 

attractive.
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One lingering issue discussed last June has become  

a perennial problem. Though the fiscal year was  

just a few days from its end, the state budget, including 

our appropriation, had not yet been passed. Unfortu-

nately, this was not a case in which inaction bred hope, 

because Pennsylvania’s public research universities had 

not been a high priority in the budget proposal advanced 

by the administration. The ultimate results, then, were 

somewhat predictable. Though the state budget grew  

by 4 percent, our appropriation increased by only  

1.4 percent.

That, of course, was just the first of the fiscal difficulties 

that awaited us as we moved into the new academic 

year. In the early weeks of autumn, we saw spending 

slow, job losses grow, and the markets begin their  

dramatic descent. Things did not get better in the  

closing months of 2008 or in early 2009.

At a relatively early point, the state recognized that the 

recession would have a dramatic impact on its own 

budgetary circumstances and began adjusting to the 

emerging fiscal realities. The budget secretary advised 

Pitt—and the other state-related universities—that a 

total of 6 percent of our appropriation was being held 

in “reserve.” Unless the state’s own economic condition 

changed, those reserved amounts—in the case of Pitt, 

totaling $11.4 million—would be withheld from the final 

appropriation payment otherwise scheduled to be made.

We responded in a number of ways—not only to those 

state reductions but also to the more generally declining 

economy. In October, we imposed budget cuts on both 

academic and support units; instituted a process requiring 

high-level, centralized approval of all hiring authorizations; 

and slowed the pace of capital projects. In December, 

through action taken by the Board’s compensation  
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committee, we froze officer compensation at fiscal year 

(FY) 2008 levels. In March, building on a recommenda-

tion from the University’s Planning and Budgeting  

Committee, we froze the salaries of other employees  

at FY 2009 levels. We also took steps to increase  

liquidity and protect against the higher interest rates  

that likely lie ahead.

No one can fairly criticize the state for taking prudent 

steps to deal with what now has been labeled “the Great 

Recession.”  However, the “least-favored status” that has 

been assigned to the state-related universities is a cause 

for concern. It is seen in disproportionately small budget 

increases in good times, in disproportionately large cuts 

in bad times, and in the exclusion of our students from 

the proposed Tuition Relief Act.

This relegation to a place of low priority flies directly in 

the face of dramatically increased demand for our pro-

grams in the marketplace of high-performing potential 

students. It also is inconsistent with the growing recog-

nition that the economy of this region has been rebuilt 

on a widely envied foundation of higher education and 

health care.

During our October meeting, for example, I reported to you 

on a policy paper utilizing methods developed by the U.S. 

Department of Commerce and concluding that “every $1 

million in R&D [research and development] spending gener-

ates 36 jobs.” Our $642 million in research expenditures 

during FY 2008, then, supported more than 23,000 local 

jobs. I also quoted a New York Times column, which stated, 

“Brainy cities have low divorce rates, low crime, high job 

creation, ethnic diversity, and creative capitalism. They’re 

places like Pittsburgh, with its top-notch universities. ...”

In our February meeting, there was more such news to 

share. A favorable front-page article in The New York 

Times had positively described Pittsburgh’s passage to 

an economy grounded in university-based research.  

A Miami Herald column enviously identified research as 

the foundation for our transformation into a “Knowledge 

City.” And the Cleveland Plain Dealer analyzed lessons 

from “Pittsburgh’s renaissance,” with one respected 

commentator, who knows both cities well, concluding 

that there is a “growing gulf” between Cleveland and 

Pittsburgh in higher education and that Cleveland does 

not have the equivalent of Pitt, which was described as 

“a big engine, both regionally and nationally.”



President Barack Obama speaks at Soldiers and Sailors Military Museum and Memorial in Oakland during his 2008 presidential campaign.5 S E V E N

Locally, a respected analyst confirmed that this region 

had been more successful in weathering the recession 

because fully “one-fifth of the jobs in the Pittsburgh  

region ... are in the two most recession-resistant sec-

tors: health care and higher education.” And President 

Barack Obama may have given Pittsburgh its biggest 

image boost by bringing the G-20 Summit here because 

of the region’s success in reinventing its economy.

As I also reported in February, key underpinnings of the 

president’s federal stimulus package clearly are grounded 

in a belief in the positive powers of higher education. 

That legislation increased funding for Pell Grants;  

expanded the Federal Work-Study Program; created a 

larger, more flexible, and expansive form of tax credit for 

the families of college students; and included stabiliza-

tion funds specifically intended to restore cuts in state 

funding for public higher education.

That same legislation also authorized “the largest invest-

ment in basic research funding in American history”—

more than $16 billion, including $10 billion for the 

National Institutes of Health. Those funds are intended 

not only to support longer-term scientific advances but 

also to stimulate a more immediate economic recovery 

in the communities where they are spent. As our record 

makes clear, Pitt is very well positioned to spur growth 

by bringing a sizeable share of those dollars into our 

home state and home region.

In fact, what distinguishes Pitt from many other organiza-

tions struggling to move through the recession is that 

there is increasing demand for both high-quality higher 

education and cutting-edge research, our most basic 

products. Let me add to that general statement by  

sharing both some of the relevant numbers and some 

telling examples.
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Katherine MacCord (A&S ’09) Elizabeth Oczypok (A&S ’11) Andrew Savinov (A&S ’12) Sesi Aliu (A&S ’12) Daniel Gore (A&S ’11) Benjamin Mericli (A&S ’09, ENGR ’09)

•  In 1995, we attracted 7,825 applications for admis-

sion to the undergraduate programs on the Oakland 

campus. By last year, that number had soared to 

20,639, and for next fall’s entering class, we have 

climbed even higher—to 21,687.

•  In 1995, our average SAT score here in Oakland 

was 1110. The average for last fall’s entering class 

reached 1262, and, though this number could change 

somewhat by fall, the average SAT score for incoming 

students who have paid a deposit for next fall’s fresh-

man class now stands at 1266.

•  In 1995, just 19 percent of our incoming Oakland fresh-

men had graduated in the top 10 percent of their high 

school classes. Last year, that number had climbed to 

48 percent, and among those who have paid deposits for 

next fall’s class, that number has risen to 50 percent.

•  And in 1995, only 39 percent of our incoming Oakland 

freshmen had graduated in the top 20 percent of their 

high school classes. Last year, that number had grown 

to 74 percent, and it has risen further, to 79 percent, 

for those who have paid deposits for next fall.

Enrolled students also continue to perform in ways that 

are a source of real institutional pride. During this past 

year, for example:

•  Katherine MacCord, a University Honors College  

senior, was one of just 37 students nationally to  

receive a Gates Cambridge Scholarship. She is the 

first Pitt student to receive a Gates Cambridge award 

since that program was created in 2000.

•  Two University Honors College students—Elizabeth 

Oczypok and Andrew Savinov—received 2009  

Goldwater Scholarships, the highest national honor  

for undergraduates studying science, math, or engi-

neering. Since 1995, Pitt students have claimed an 

amazing 33 Goldwater Scholarships.

•  And University Honors College students Sesi Aliu,  

Daniel Gore, and Benjamin Mericli received three of 

just 57 Humanity in Action (HIA) Fellowships to be 

awarded nationally. Honors College Dean Alec Stewart 

has called the HIA Fellowships “the foremost collegiate 

program for desirably integrating the production of 

thinkers and leaders.”
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At this meeting last year, I reported that we then ranked 

sixth in terms of National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

funding awarded to members of our faculty but “were 

poised” to move into the top five. This year, I am pleased 

to say that we successfully made that move and now 

rank fifth nationally. The NIH top 10 consists, in order,  

of Harvard, Johns Hopkins, Penn, UCSF, Pitt, Michigan, 

the University of Washington, UCLA, Duke, and  

Washington University in St. Louis.

Clear evidence of our determination to further grow this 

already substantial research base can be seen in the 

fact that members of our faculty have submitted more 

than 1,000 applications for grants to be funded under 

the federal stimulus program. That includes more than 

800 submissions to NIH, which is both this University’s 

biggest research funder and the largest research agency 

recipient of stimulus dollars.

In November 2008, Pitt unveiled a 70-foot laboratory on wheels that roams Western Pennsylvania
to spark interest in science among middle and high school students.

5

On the research front, this was a very big year in terms of 

Pitt’s rise within the ranks of this country’s finest universi-

ties. In rankings released by the National Science Founda-

tion, we moved into the top 10 American universities in 

terms of total federal science and engineering research and 

development support. That puts us in a very distinguished 

group that also includes Johns Hopkins, the University of 

Washington, Michigan, Penn, UCLA, Duke, Columbia,  

Stanford, and the University of California at San Francisco.

NATIONAL INSTITUTES
OF HEALTH FUNDING
(Educational Institutions
and Affiliates) 
Fiscal Year 2008

 1. Harvard
 2. Johns Hopkins
 3. Penn
 4. UCSF
 5. PITT
 6. Michigan
 7. U. of Washington
 8. UCLA
 9. Duke
 10. Washington U.

FEDERAL SCIENCE AND  
ENGINEERING RESEARCH AND  
DEVELOPMENT OBLIGATIONS
National Science Foundation Ranking 
Fiscal Year 2006

 1. Johns Hopkins
 2. U. of Washington
 3. Michigan
 4. Penn
 5. UCLA
 6. Duke
 7. Columbia
 8. Stanford
 9. UCSF

 10. PITT
 11. Harvard
 12. Washington U.
 13. MIT
 14. UCSD
 15. Wisconsin
 16. Yale
 17. North Carolina
 18. Colorado
 19. Minnesota
 20. Vanderbilt

k

k
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David Perlmutter Lucile Adams-Campbell
(GSPH ’83)

Nicholas Rescher Michael Chabon (A&S ’84) John Swanson (ENGR ’66G) William Cooley James Greeno Alan Lesgold Lauren Resnick Janet Schofield

George Michalopoulos Herbert Needleman

Among the many large grant awards made to Pitt  

faculty members during the last year were $11 million to 

coordinate a hepatitis B research network, $10 million 

to support the work of our new Conte Center for the 

Neuroscience of Mental Disorders, $8.4 million to create 

a Preparedness and Emergency Response Research 

Center, $4 million to create one of eight kidney research 

centers nationwide, and $25 million to a joint Carnegie 

Mellon University/Pitt team to continue the work of our 

National Science Foundation-funded Pittsburgh Science 

of Learning Center.

Researchers and scholars from within the faculty—and, 

in some cases, from within our alumni group—also 

received top national and international honors across  

a wide range of disciplines during the past year.  

For example:

•  David Perlmutter, the Vira I. Heinz Professor and chair 

of our Department of Pediatrics, was elected to the 

Institute of Medicine, as was Lucile Adams-Campbell, 

a member of the Georgetown University faculty and an 

alumnus of our Graduate School of Public Health.

•  Distinguished University Professor of Philosophy  

Nicholas Rescher was elected to the American Academy 

of Arts and Sciences, as was Pulitzer Prize-winning 

School of Arts and Sciences alumnus Michael Chabon.

•  John Fritz Medal-winning School of Engineering  

alumnus, history-making donor, and Trustee John 

Swanson was elected to membership in the National 

Academy of Engineering.

•  Five Pitt faculty members—William Cooley, James 

Greeno, and Alan Lesgold from the School of Educa-

tion, and Lauren Resnick and Janet Schofield from the 

Learning Research and Development Center—were 

named inaugural fellows of the American Educational 

Research Association.

•  Three members of the faculty of the School of  

Nursing—Catherine Bender, Sandra Engberg, and 

Richard Henker—were named fellows of the American 

Academy of Nursing.

•  Three School of Medicine faculty members— 

Bernie Devlin, George Michalopoulos, and Herbert 

Needleman—were inducted as fellows of the American 

Association for the Advancement of Science.

Catherine Bender  
(NURS ’79G, ’94G)

Sandra Engberg  
(NURS ’87G, ’93G)

Richard Henker (NURS ’02G) Bernie Devlin
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Marcus Rediker Barry London Yuan Chang Patrick Moore Brent Doiron Michael Grabe Jon Boyle Anthony Grace Merrill Egorin Freddie Fu (MED ’77)

•  Marcus Rediker, from the Department of History, 

received the 2008 James A. Rawley Prize in Atlantic 

History for his book, The Slave Ship: a Human History.

•  Barry London, the Harry S. Tack Professor of Medicine 

and chief of the Division of Cardiology, was one of  

just 16 recipients of the National Institutes of Health 

Director’s Pioneer Award.

•  Professors Yuan Chang and Patrick Moore—whose 

success in identifying a cancer-causing virus had led to 

their earlier receipt of the Charles S. Mott Prize, widely 

regarded as the highest honor for cancer research-

ers—both were selected to receive American Cancer 

Society Research Professor Awards. Only three such 

awards are made each year, and Professors Chang 

and Moore claimed two of them for Pitt.

•  Assistant Professors Brent Doiron, from the Depart-

ment of Mathematics, and Michael Grabe, from the 

Department of Biological Sciences, were among  

118 “early career scientists” selected to receive 2009 

Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellowships on the basis of 

their “outstanding promise and potential to contribute 

substantially to their fields.”

•  Assistant Professor Jon Boyle, from our Department 

of Biological Sciences, was one of just 17 early career 

scientists to be named a 2009 Pew Scholar in the Bio-

medical Sciences “for displaying outstanding promise in 

research relevant to the advancement of human health.”

•  Professor Anthony Grace, from our Department  

of Neuroscience, traveled to Munich, Germany, to  

receive the 2008 CINP (Collegium Internationale  

Neuro-Psychopharmacologicum) Lilly Neuroscience 

Basic Research Award. CINP is the only global organi-

zation dedicated to neuropsychopharmacology, and  

Professor Grace was honored for his research into  

the biological bases of psychiatric disorders.

•  Merrill Egorin, professor of medicine and pharmacol-

ogy, received the 2009 American Society of Clinical 

Oncology Cancer Foundation Translational Research 

Professorship for his work in improving cancer  

treatments and in developing the next generation of 

cancer researchers.

•  And Freddie Fu, the David Silver Professor and chair of 

the Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, was elected 

president of both the American Orthopaedic Society 

for Sports Medicine and the International Society of 

Arthroscopy, Knee Surgery and Orthopaedic Sports 

Medicine.
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S E V E N T E E NShavonte Zellous (CGS ’08) broke numerous records during the 2008–09 season, including becoming the only player  
in Pitt men’s or women’s history to score more than 700 points in a season.
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Jamie Dixon

Speaking of sports, Jamie Dixon was named the 2009 

Naismith Men’s College Basketball Coach of the Year. 

Coach Dixon has performed at the very highest levels 

since becoming our head coach. In fact, this year, he 

broke a 57-year-old record by claiming the most wins by 

a major college coach in his first six seasons as a head 

coach in the history of college basketball.

This very special form of recognition came at the end  

of a terrific year for Pitt athletics. Our football team 

claimed nine regular-season wins and earned the right 

to play in the Sun Bowl. Our women’s basketball team 

made it to the Sweet 16 for the second year in a row. 

And our men’s basketball team claimed the program’s 

first-ever number one national ranking and our first-ever 

number one NCAA tournament seed, and made it to the 

Elite Eight.

During this past year, only four 

American universities could claim 

a football team that participated 

in a bowl game, a men’s basket-

ball team that made it to the Elite 

Eight, and a women’s basketball 

team that earned a Sweet 16  

appearance. They were Pitt,  

Connecticut, Michigan State,  

and Oklahoma.

Sun Bowl

NCAA Tournament
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Tom Starzl William Klunk Chester Mathis

There were two pairs of end-of-year events that I thought 

were revealing in terms of Pitt’s rich history, its envi-

able trajectory, and the widespread respect earned by 

the work of its faculty members. One week in March, 

Distinguished Service Professor of Health Sciences Tom 

Starzl, our legendary transplant pioneer, was honored 

for his lifetime of achievement at a big dinner in New 

York City. Two days later, Professors William Klunk and 

Chester Mathis—who really burst onto the international 

scene just a few years ago with their development of 

Pittsburgh Compound B—were honored at a major event 

in Washington, D.C., when the Alzheimer’s Association pre-

sented them with the Ronald and Nancy Reagan Research 

Institute Award for their outstanding contributions.

Earlier this month, we 

hosted the public launch of 

Smallpox—The Death of a 

Disease: The Inside Story 

of Eradicating a Worldwide 

Killer. This book is a history 

of the World Health Organiza-

tion campaign to eradicate 

smallpox from the face of 

the earth. That initiative was 

led by D.A. Henderson, 21s t 

Century Professor of Medi-

cine and Public Health at Pitt. 

This is the only successful effort in history to completely 

eliminate a disease and has been called “one of the noblest 

and best things we have done as a species.” Some sense 

of the significance of this undertaking is conveyed in a brief 

passage from the book’s foreword:

    In the last hundred years of its existence, smallpox is 

thought to have killed at least half a billion people. All 

the wars on the planet during that time killed perhaps 

a hundred and fifty million. In the contest of Smallpox 

vs. War, War lost. Smallpox killed roughly one-third of 

the unimmunized people it infected, and the disease 

was grisly.

To be clear, Professor Henderson did his heroic work  

before he launched his academic career and well before 

he moved his faculty appointment from Johns Hopkins to 

Pitt. But, in thinking about his work, I marveled at the  

giants who remain within the senior ranks of our faculty 

and who did all or much of their most important work here.

D.A. Henderson

Pittsburgh Compound-B (PiB), which binds to amyloid plaque, enables 
researchers to detect the extent of Alzheimer’s disease and has led to new 
research and therapies. The PET scan on left shows an Alzheimer’s patient 
with red, orange, and yellow areas of PiB accumulation, while the scan at 
right shows a normal brain with no PiB buildup.
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The Louis J. Fox Center for Vision Restoration is evaluating new technologies to improve mobility and independence  
for the visually impaired, including this “lollipop” BrainPort device demonstrated at the McGowan Institute’s annual meeting.

5 T W E N T Y - O N E

That group includes Distinguished Service Professor 

Emeritus of Microbiology Julius Youngner, who  

occupied a critical role of scientific leadership within the 

Pitt faculty team that developed the Salk polio vaccine. 

It includes Distinguished Service Professor of Surgery 

Bernie Fisher, who is known throughout the world for 

his pioneering contributions to the understanding and 

treatment of breast cancer and who, according to Senior 

Vice Chancellor for the Health Sciences Arthur Levine, 

may have done more for women’s health than any other 

person in the last century. And, of course, it includes 

Tom Starzl, who led the teams that developed many of 

the surgical techniques and drug therapies that made 

human organ transplantation possible. That is an  

amazing group!

Then, just last week, we hosted the first annual meeting 

of the McGowan Institute for Regenerative Medicine. The 

presentations at that single session—which ranged from 

the development of pediatric cardiac assist devices, to 

the use of stem cells to combat cancer, to the recent 

hand transplants performed here (including the first 

double hand transplant performed anywhere), to the 

development of technology with the potential to permit 

people who literally are without eyes to nonetheless 

see—were unbelievable. And programs of that type help 

confirm what we already know—that a new generation 

of Pitt faculty members is doing the kind of trailblazing 

work that may permit them to join Professors Youngner, 

Fisher, Starzl, and Henderson in the special status of 

“legends” some day.

Julius Youngner Bernie Fisher (A&S ’40, MED ’43)
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Nancy Davidson Cecilia Lo

It is such exciting work—along with the inspiring growth 

that we see in our students and the positive impact that 

we are having in our home communities—that makes it 

so essential for us to effectively weather this economic 

storm, to maintain our momentum, and to emerge even 

better positioned than we were before the recession hit. 

Changed circumstances have demanded that we make 

some adjustments, but even in these challenging times, 

Pitt is not standing still.

As I noted earlier, we have imposed new processes of 

centralized review and cut back on our rate of hiring, 

but we still are strengthening our team by recruiting real 

stars to Pitt. Recognizing that a more complete report 

will come in the fall when the normal hiring cycle is  

complete, let me give just three examples of recent 

recruiting of impact.

•  Nancy Davidson, an internationally respected expert 

in breast cancer research and treatment who held an 

endowed professorship at Johns Hopkins and was the 

director of its Kimmel Cancer Center Breast Cancer 

Program, was recruited to serve as director of the 

University of Pittsburgh Cancer Institute.

•  Cecilia Lo, who had been director of the Genetics and 

Developmental Biology Center at NIH, was recruited to 

Pitt to serve as the founding chair of our new Depart-

ment of Developmental Biology.

•  And Rocky Tuan, a world-renowned expert in stem cell 

biology and tissue engineering, was recruited from NIH 

to become the director of our new Center for Cellular 

and Molecular Engineering.

Even though we necessarily are in a budget-reduction 

mode, we are finding ways to invest in important new 

initiatives with high potential. As you may have noted, 

Professors Lo and Tuan were recruited to lead new pro-

grams. Some other examples of new initiatives launched 

during this past year are our Center for Global Health, 

our World History Center, our Center for Simulation and 

Modeling, our School of Dental Medicine’s Center for 

Patients with Special Needs, and our new University of 

Pittsburgh Washington Center in the nation’s capital.

Rocky Tuan
Center for Global Health,  
Parran Hall

World History Center,  
Posvar Hall

Center for Simulation and  
Modeling, Bellefield Hall

Center for Patients with Special 
Needs, Dental School, Salk Hall

University of Pittsburgh Washington
Center, Washington, D.C.
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Site of the new Olympic sports complex on the Oakland campus3 T W E N T Y - F I V E

Even though we have slowed the pace of construction 

and renovation, we are moving ahead with key capital 

projects. At the beginning of this academic year, 

we reopened Ruskin Hall, a completely renovated  

undergraduate residence hall that will help us meet the  

ever-growing demand for on-campus student housing. 

Much more recently, we opened the new University Club, 

which is fast becoming an Oakland favorite for confer-

ences and other events. And at its last meeting, the 

Property and Facilities Committee approved a number  

of projects, including a major renovation and expansion 

of the Chevron Science Center, the construction of a 

new multipurpose facility and chapel on our Bradford 

campus, and the development of our new Olympic 

sports complex.

Ruskin Hall University Club

Chevron Science Center Bradford campus chapel
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In less than two months, we fully expect to enroll the 

best freshman class in our history. We also anticipate 

that there will be increased financial need within that 

group. Though we will not be positioned to pass a final 

budget for the next fiscal year until our appropriation 

has been approved, our plans for that budget include a 

larger-than-normal increase to our own financial aid  

budget and increased University contributions to our 

Perkins loan account. We also have intensified our  

efforts to advance scholarship support as a top prior-

ity in our ongoing capital campaign, adding 29 new 

endowed scholarships in the past year, and we already 

have announced that we will be freezing tuition for the 

next academic year at our regional campuses.

Earlier this month, at a 

conference sponsored by 

The Chronicle of Higher 

Education, the chief 

economist for Moody’s 

delivered a big dose of 

fairly discouraging finan-

cial news. But he also 

identified types of institu-

tions that might emerge 

from the current economic 

downturn better positioned to move forward. Prominent 

on his short list of potential “winners” were well-financed 

public universities with a strong “brand.”

Over the course of the past several years, we have been 

working together to develop financial strength while also 

building our brand through the quality of the work we do 

and the caliber of programs that we offer. None of us is 

looking for big problems. In that sense, then, it can be 

tempting to look wistfully back at last June’s meeting, 

when life was easier, because we had not yet come  

face-to-face with the economic crisis that began  

unfolding a few weeks later. But in important ways,  

it is even more satisfying to look back on this past 

year—because when unanticipated and unwelcome  

challenges arose, we were prepared, positioned, and 

committed to address them effectively.

T W E N T Y - S E V E N

Freshman Convocation at the Petersen Events Center
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Fan Fest at Heinz Field3

Last summer, we hosted a fan event at Heinz Field.  

It was built around a series of interviews—with  

Steve Pederson, Dave Wannstedt, Jamie Dixon,  

Agnus Berenato, and me—conducted in front of a  

couple thousand loyal supporters and projected onto  

the stadium’s big screen.

For me, one exchange was especially memorable. 

Coach Dixon was asked how he had reacted when two of 

his star players had suffered serious injuries within  

a matter of weeks. He responded by saying that he had 

looked to the example of Coach Berenato, who had lost 

her point guard one season earlier. Even in the face of 

that blow, he said, she had not abandoned her goals. 

Instead, she had found other ways to pursue them.

That is the situation in which we find ourselves today. 

Nearly a decade ago, we publicly declared that our 

shared goal is to clearly and consistently demonstrate 

that Pitt is one of the finest and most productive univer-

sities in the world. We also had earlier agreed that we 

would move forward by aggressively pursuing excellence 

in undergraduate education, by maintaining excellence in 

research, by partnering in community development, by 

operating in an efficient and cost-effective fashion, and 

by securing an adequate resource base. Those priorities 

continue to frame our efforts.
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Though this might surprise 

some of our fans, Pitt is 

even stronger in philoso-

phy than it is in basketball. 

Let me, then, also share 

a quote from Epicurus, 

one of the ancient Greeks, 

who said, “The greater the 

difficulty, the more glory in 

surmounting it.”

Given how far we have come and given the daunting 

challenges we have faced, this Board might under-

standably feel as if it already is clothed in glory.  

However, as the events of this year have so clearly  

reminded us, there is plenty of additional glory out 

there yet to earn. And our greatest satisfactions  

ultimately will come from knowing that, even in the 

face of historic challenges, we continued to craft  

a record of excellence in an institution that clearly 

is contributing so much to the common good as a 

leader in education, a pioneer in research, and a  

partner in regional development.  k
Epicurus
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T H I R T Y - T H R E E

WHEREAS, Ralph J. Cappy 

was one of  Pittsburgh’s most 

accomplished, respected, 

and beloved native sons, who 

celebrated his roots by proudly 

proclaiming to be a “kid from 

Brookline” long after he had 

ceased being a “kid” and 

long after he had moved from 

Brookline; and

WHEREAS, Ralph Cappy used 

the power of  education to 

build the foundation for a life of  achievement and impact, earning 

both his undergraduate degree and his law degree from the University 

of  Pittsburgh and also demonstrating, through his own example, 

that some of  life’s most important lessons are learned outside the 

classroom; and

WHEREAS, Ralph Cappy crafted a distinguished career in law—as  

a public defender, private attorney, and judge—devoting 30 years of  

his career to service as a member of  the judiciary, beginning with his 

appointment to the Allegheny County Court of  Common Pleas and 

culminating with his service as Chief  Justice of  the Supreme Court of  

Pennsylvania, the highest court of  our Commonwealth and the oldest 

appellate court in our nation; and

WHEREAS, Chief  Justice Cappy’s career was characterized by his 

common sense, good judgment, keen mind, and caring heart; by his 

commitment to the rule of  law and the independence of  the judiciary; 

by an enviable record of  innovation in judicial administration, driven by 

his belief  that justice should be delivered fairly and efficiently; and by 

his respect for the contributions to society made by all who have served 

on the bench; and

WHEREAS, Chief  Justice Cappy received the highest forms of  

recognition for his many significant contributions from such groups as 

the Allegheny County Bar Association, the Pennsylvania Bar Association, 

the Philadelphia Bar Association, the National Center for State Courts, 

and the Women’s Bar Association of  Western Pennsylvania; and

W
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WHEREAS, Chief  Justice Cappy always approached his responsibilities 

with genuine respect for others and without personal pretentiousness, 

prompting one long-time friend and colleague, in delivering a eulogy, 

to accurately state that Ralph Cappy “put a friendly face on power and 

gave big shots a good name”; and

WHEREAS, Chief  Justice Cappy also dedicated himself  wholeheartedly 

to the University of  Pittsburgh, rendering exemplary service as 

a member of  its Board of  Trustees from 1992 to 2009 and as 

Chairperson of  that Board from 2003 until 2009; and

WHEREAS, in leading Pitt’s Board of  Trustees, Chief  Justice Cappy 

was instrumental in the University’s dramatic drive through a period of  

historic progress that saw it rise within the ranks of  the nation’s top-

performing universities—as a leader in education, a pioneer in research, 

and a partner in regional development; and

WHEREAS, as Chairperson of  Pitt’s Board of  Trustees, Chief  Justice 

Cappy emphasized the critical nature of  scholarships in attracting and 

supporting talented and deserving students; now therefore be it 

RESOLVED, that the members of  the Board of  Trustees do hereby 

express their sincere appreciation and profound gratitude to Chief  

Justice Ralph J. Cappy for his many contributions to the University and 

the broader community; and be it further

RESOLVED, that the members of  this Board of  Trustees approve and 

applaud efforts to create the Chief  Justice Ralph J. Cappy Endowed 

Scholarship Fund in the School of  Law and express gratitude to those 

who already have, or will in the future, contribute to it; and be it further 

RESOLVED, that the members of  the Board of  Trustees cherish the 

warm memories of  their personal and professional associations with 

Chief  Justice Cappy and extend their heartfelt sympathy to his wife, 

Janet Fry Cappy; to his son, Erik A. Fry; and to the members of  their 

family; and be it further

RESOLVED, that this resolution be made a permanent part of  the 

University’s records, and that it be suitably inscribed and presented to 

Janet Cappy as a symbol of  our gratitude for the leadership that Chief  

Justice Cappy provided and the high regard in which he was held by his 

many friends and colleagues at the University of  Pittsburgh.

T H E  H O N O R A B L E  R A L P H  J .  C A P P Y ,  1 9 4 3 – 2 0 0 9

C H I E F  J U S T I C E  O F  T H E  P E N N S Y L V A N I A  S U P R E M E  C O U R T  A N D  
C H A I R P E R S O N  O F  T H E  U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  P I T T S B U R G H  B O A R D  O F  T R U S T E E S

In the Resolution of Respect and Gratitude unanimously adopted at its meeting held on June 26, 2009, the University of Pittsburgh Board of Trustees  
announced the creation of the Chief Justice Ralph J. Cappy Endowed Scholarship Fund in the Pitt School of Law. Retired chief justice of Pennsylvania and  
a partner in the law firm Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney PC, Cappy was chair of the Pitt Board of Trustees from 2003 until his untimely death in May.

The late Ralph J. Cappy (A&S ’65, LAW ’68)
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